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Introduction:The CI are ancient (4.6Gyr) hydrated clays 
with olivine and pyroxene grains imbedded in them and no 
evidence of hypervelocity impacts or chondrules. Based on 
isotopic and other geochemical data the CI appear to share 
many features with MMs (Martian Metorites) [1, 2] and 
have been considered as candidate Martian sediments [3]. 
If they are Martian they represent portions of the Noachian 
surface envionment, and being rich in organic matter, they 
suggest the Noachain was a living environment.   
New Data: Isotopic data on MM hydrated materials has 
only recently been analyzed. A gap in isotopes between 
hydrated materials from CI’s and a MM anhydrous rock 
was seen earlier and thought significant [3]. Now, however, 
it is seen that the water on Mars was not in equilibrium 
with the lithosphere and so hydrated materials have a 
higher ∆O17 reflecting that of the Martian hydrosphere [4]. 
The net result is comparison of CI and MM newly obtained 
hydrated material oxygen isotopes [4] now shows a good 
match and CI anhydrous and MM anhydrous now also 
show good correlations.  CI and MM hydrated materials, in 
particular, are essentially indistinguishable. (see Figure 1)   
The idea of CI having an origin on Mars is not new, being 
actively considered  by the Viking lander XRF experiment 
team, when they noted that a 50-50 CI and tholeitic basalt 
mixture gave a very good match to Viking landing site soil 
composition [5] .  
Implications: If the CI s are Martian they would represent  
samples of the Southern Martian Highlands Noachian 
regolith due to their 4.6 Gyr age.  Implications of a 
possible Martian origin of CIs will be discussed, most 
importantly the fact that if the CIs are Martian, then the 
surface of Noachian Mars was warm, wet, and rich in 
organic matter. Since these samples are Martian, are the 
same age as ALH84001, and are rich in organic matter, and 
microfossils are reported in them, it would appear that the 
discovery of Mars biology by McKay and company is 
completely supported. 
 Such a discovery would mean that Mars was a living 
planet and began a path of planetary evolution in a very 
similar way to Earth. In particular the property of life to 
modify its own environments so as   to make them  more  
friendly to life would have begun operation on Mars as it 
did on Earth.  Thus, no model of Mars geo-chemical 
evolution that does not consider biological factors such as 
photosynthesis and an oxygen atmosphere may be 
considered complete. 

In addition, the early development of life on Mars, as well 
as on Earth, raises immediately the possibility that life 
predated both planets and was seeded from preexisting 
spores in space. Thus “Panspermia” may become the best 
explanation for the origin of life on Earth and will mean 
that life is common elsewhere in the Cosmos. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1. A graph of ratios of oxygen isotopes for 
Martian and CI meteorite materials. Note that the 
anhydrous materials from each , as well as the hydrated 
materials form overlaying distributions and are thus 
indistinguishable. 
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